
ABSTRACTS

Cultural Effects Founding Literary Movement

In this article cultural system is discussed keeping in view the creation of culture

under which a language coins its vocabulary. Change in cultural utility and its systems

lead to change in language and this change in language when collides with the systems of

knowledge and literature of a culture it transfers its dynamics into it. This starts a new

debate which undergoes a process to give rise to a new movement. The researcher takes

the meaning of culture for a daily livings, this moves literature in a pertinent direction.

Culture is always a changing process, so literature is subject to change.
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"Islam is a cultural compulsion of people of Pakistan. It is a

   



popular folk sentiment of the masses." 
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"The varied regional cultural heritage of Languages,

Literature, folk lore has been repressed or altogather ignored.

The language of the popular lore may differ yet the message is

common." 
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